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The University of Huddersfield is engaged in a project which will identify examples of good practice in embedding skills across the University and put them into a framework. This project shows an acknowledgement that there is no ‘one size fits all’ solution. The three models shown here are given as examples of different approaches that can be adopted or adapted.

**Integrated Learning Portfolio**

Academic Skills Tutor works alongside module tutors to give relevant input at the appropriate time. Assessment is through a reflective blog in which the students are encouraged to apply their learning holistically.

**Academic and employability development in Accountancy**

This first year Accountancy in Organisations module marries together practical, real world exercises and simulations with academic skills through a portfolio. Input is given on formal writing skills (letters, essays, reports and a CV) and oral presentation skills are developed through role play. There is a strong emphasis on reflection and developing self-awareness.

The module is reassessed year-on-year based on an evaluation of student experience in years one, two and three so that it remains relevant. Listening to the students and reflecting on their needs is crucial.

Contact Dr Pat Hill (FHEA) Academic Skills Tutor, Room WG20 West Building, School of Music, Humanities and Media, University of Huddersfield  HD1 3DH  West Yorkshire UK Tel + 44 (0)1484 472170 e-mail: p.a.hill@hud.ac.uk